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[57] ABSTRACT 

A metal case consists of a inner case and an outer case, the 
inner case and the outer case have respective rear surface 
portions Which are mutually separated but overlapped on a 
back side of the metal case, an in?ator has ?tting bolts Which 
penetrate the rear surface portions of the inner case, the 
in?ator secured to the rear surface portion of the inner case 
by ?tting bolts and nuts, and top ends of the ?tting bolts are 
covered With the rear surface portion of the outer case. 
Accordingly, even When a passenger pushes or touches a 
seat back above the ?tting bolts, he or she feels smooth or 
pleasant to the touch. 

6 Claims, 6 Drawing Sheets 
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FIG. 5 
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AIR BAG SYSTEM FOR VEHICLE SEAT 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to an air bag system for a 
vehicle seat and, more particularly, an air bag system for a 
vehicle seat capable of absorbing an impact load applied 
from a side plate of a vehicle body to a passenger to protect 
the passenger from the impact load by forWard spreading out 
an air bag provided in one side portion of a seat back When 
a vehicle collides in a side crash. 

In order to avoid the direct impact betWeen the side plate 
of the vehicle body such as a door plate deformed by the 
impact load and the passenger sat on the seat When the 
vehicle crashes at its side, various air bag systems have been 
proposed in the prior art, as has been knoWn in Patent 
Application Publication (KOKAI) 4-50052, for example. 

In a common con?guration of this kind of the air bag 
system, an in?ator and an air bag are installed together in a 
metal case. The air bag system is ?tted to a side bracket 
Which is secured to an outside of a seat back frame in the 
vehicle Width direction. When the vehicle crash happened, 
the high pressure gas is immediately generated from the 
in?ator and then injected into the air bag, so that the air bag 
can rapidly spread out forWard from an opening portion of 
the metal case. At that time, the air bag is able to break 
through the stitching portion of the seat back cover to thus 
protrude into a compartment in a moment. A spreading 
direction of the air bag can be regulated by the opening 
portion of the metal case. 

Fitting bolts are provided on the back surface of the 
in?ator so as to protrude backWard. The ?tting bolts pen 
etrate the rear surface portion of the metal case and ?xed by 
the nuts. Why the in?ator is secured on the rear surface 
portion of the metal case is due to receive and absorb the 
rearWard reaction force Which is developed by an expanding 
of the air bag. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

HoWever, in the air bag system in the prior art, the ?tting 
bolts penetrate the rear surface portion of the metal case and 
the tips of the ?tting bolts protrude backWard from the rear 
surface portion of the metal case. Therefore, When the 
passenger pushes or touches the seat back above the ?tting 
bolts by hand, he or she have a strange feeling and a poor 
feeling to the touch. 

Therefore, it is an object of the present invention to 
provide the air bag system for the vehicle seat Which gives 
a pleasant feeling When the passenger pushes or touches the 
seat back above the ?tting bolts. 

In order to achieve the above object of the present 
invention, there is provided an air bag system for a vehicle 
seat comprising a metal case ?tted to a side bracket provided 
to a seat back frame and having an opening directed to a 
front side of a vehicle; an in?ator arranged in the metal case; 
and an air bag installed in the metal case, and spreading out 
from the opening to the front side of the vehicle When a gas 
generated from the in?ator is injected; Wherein the metal 
case consists of a ?rst case member and a second case 

member, the ?rst case member and the second case member 
have respective rear surface portions Which are mutually 
separated but overlapped on a back side of the metal case, 
the in?ator is secured to the rear surface portion positioned 
on the front side of the vehicle by ?tting bolts, and top ends 
of the ?tting bolts being directed to the rear side of the 
vehicle are covered With the rear surface portion positioned 
on the rear side of the vehicle. 
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2 
The ?rst case member may be an inner case forming an 

inner part of the metal case, the second case member may be 
an outer case forming an outer part of the metal case, and the 
rear surface portion of the outer case may be placed behind 
the rear surface portion of the inner case. 

According to the above con?guration, since top ends of 
the ?tting bolts of the in?ator are covered With the rear 
surface portion positioned on the rear side of the vehicle 
from the backWard direction, the passenger is pleasant to the 
touch When he or she pushes the rear portion of the air bag 
module installed in the seat back by the hand. 

One of the rear surface portions may have a convex 
portion to protrude toWard other of the rear surface portions. 
The convex portion comes into contact With other of the rear 
surface portions to prevent the rear surface portion posi 
tioned on the rear side of the vehicle from coming into 
contact With top ends of the ?tting bolts positioned on the 
rear side of the vehicle When the rear surface portion 
positioned on the rear side of the vehicle is shifted to the 
front side of the vehicle. 

In this case, a projection height of the convex portion 
from one of the rear surface portions may be larger than a 
projection height of the ?tting bolt from the rear surface 
portion positioned on the front side of the vehicle. 

The convex portion may have a height Which corresponds 
to a clearance dimension betWeen the rear surface portions. 
The convex portion may protrude backWard from the rear 
surface of the inner case. 

According to the above con?guration, the rear surface 
portion positioned on the rear side of the vehicle is brought 
into contact With the convex portion before it touches the top 
ends of the ?tting bolts When it is pushed by the hand from 
the back side to the front side, and as a result the rear surface 
portion positioned on the rear side of the vehicle can be 
prevented being forWard deformed further more. In addition, 
even if a backWard reaction force is applied to the rear 
surface portion positioned on the front side of the vehicle 
upon expansion of the air bag, backWard deformation of the 
rear surface portion positioned on the front side of the 
vehicle, Which receives the reaction force, can be prevented 
since such reaction force can be transmitted to the rear 
surface portion positioned on the front side of the vehicle via 
the convex portion. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a perspective vieW shoWing a vehicle seat 
according to an embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 2 is an exploded vieW shoWing an air bag module for 
use in the vehicle seat in FIG. 1; 

FIG. 3 is a sectional vieW shoWing the vehicle seat taken 
along a line IV—IV in FIG. 1; 

FIG. 4 is a perspective vieW shoWing the vehicle seat 
shoWn in FIG. 1 in a condition that an air bag has been 
spread out; 

FIG. 5 is a sectional vieW shoWing the vehicle seat shoWn 
in FIG. 3 in a condition that the air bag has been spread out; 
and 

FIG. 6 is a sectional vieW shoWing a case taken along a 
line V—V in FIG. 2. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

A preferred embodiment of the present invention Will be 
explained Which reference to FIGS. 1 to 6 hereinafter. In 
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FIGS. 1 to 6, a symbol “II” indicates an outer side along the 
vehicle Width direction and a symbol “III” indicates an inner 
side along the vehicle Width direction. 

FIG. 1 shoWs a left front seat 1. This front seat 1 consists 
of a seat cushion 2 back/forth movably ?tted to a ?oor panel 
(not shoWn) and a back/forth rotatable seat back 3. An 
inverse U-shaped seat back frame 4, though not clearly 
depicted in ?gures, is provided in the inside of the seat back 
3. A side bracket 5 is secured to an outer portion (door side 
portion) of the seat back frame 4 in the vehicle Width 
direction. 

An air bag module 60 as the air bag system is ?tted to the 
side bracket 5. The air bag module 60 is made up of a metal 
case 7 Which has an opening portion 6 directed to the front 
side of the vehicle, an air bag 8 Which is folded like a 
belloWs in the metal case 7, and an in?ator 9 Which generates 
a high pressure gas to in?ate and expand the air bag 8. The 
air bag 8 and the in?ator 9 are installed together in the metal 
case 7. The opening portion 6 of the metal case 7 is covered 
With an easily breakable thin sheet (not shoWn). 

The metal case 7 consists of an inner case 10 (?rst case 

member) and an outer case 11 (second case member). The 
inner case 10 constitutes an inner side surface portion 12 and 
a rear surface portion 13 of the metal case 7. The outer case 
11 constitutes an outer side surface portion 14, a rear surface 
portion 15, an upper surface portion 16, and a loWer surface 
portion 17 of the metal case 7. The rear surface portion 13 
of the inner case 10 and the rear surface portion 15 of the 
outer case 11 are mutually overlapped at a predetermined 
clearance 50 (see FIG. 3) such that the rear surface portion 
15 of the outer case 11 is placed behind the rear surface 
portion 13 of the inner case 10. As Will be described later, 
such clearance 50 may be set longer than at least a height of 
a nut 25 and to suf?ciently exceed top ends of ?tting bolts 
24. 
A pair of upper and loWer ?tting holes 71 are formed in 

the rear surface portion 13 of the inner case 10. Convex 
portions 13a are formed on the rear surface portion 13 in the 
upper and loWer positions of respective ?tting holes 71 so as 
to protrude backWard. Each of the convex portions 13a has 
a convex shape or a height Which corresponds to the 
dimension of the above clearance 50. Namely, the height of 
the convex portion 13a is approximately identical With the 
length of the clearance 50. The height of the convex portion 
13a is not necessarily formed to coincide With the dimension 
of the clearance 50. The height of the convex portion 13a 
may be set longer than at least a projection amount of the top 
end of the ?tting bolt 24, as described later. 
On the upper and loWer surfaces of the inner case 10 are 

formed ?anges 18a, 18b Which protrude oppositely along 
the upWard and doWnWard directions respectively. In 
addition, a top end of the inner side surface portion 12 
constituting an edge portion of the opening portion 6 of the 
inner case 10 is folded back to the outside. This is because, 
When the air bag 8 is spreading out forWard, the top end of 
the inner side surface portion 12 of the inner case 10 can be 
prevented from acting as a sharp edge for the air bag 8. 

Similarly, a top end of the outer side surface portion 14 of 
the outer case 11 is folded back to the outside for the same 
reason. On the upper surface portion 16 and the loWer 
surface portion 17 of the outer case 11 near the opening 
portion 6, bead portions 19, 20 are formed along the vehicle 
Width direction respectively. On the upper surface portion 16 
and the loWer surface portion 17 of the outer case 11 are 
formed ?anges 21a, 21b Which protrude oppositely in the 
upWard and doWnWard directions from respective innermost 
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4 
side ends in the vehicle Width direction. The upper bead 
portion 19 formed on the upper surface portion 16 has a 
continuous semicircular sectional shape. The loWer bead 
portion 20 formed on the loWer surface portion 17 has a 
tapered shape Which inclines doWnWard from the loWer 
surface portion 17 to the ?ange 21b (see FIG. 6). These 
upper and loWer bead portions 19, 20 do not restrict or 
disturb an inner space of the metal case 7 since they are 
formed on the outside of the metal case 7. 
The loWer bead portion 20 is doWnWard inclined to the 

inside along the vehicle Width direction and is then con 
nected to the loWer ?ange 21b. To this end, the loWer bead 
portion 20 is preferable to receive a Weight of the air bag 
module 60 by the loWer ?ange portion 21b. Since the upper 
bead portion 19 has a simple semicircular shape in section, 
it can be readily formed by press Working. The upper and 
loWer bead portions 19, 20 are formed on the upper surface 
portion 16 and the loWer surface portion 17 respectively, but 
no bead portion is formed on the outer side surface portion 
14. This is because the metal case 7 has a longitudinal shape 
Which has a dimension in the height direction larger than that 
in the vehicle Width direction and therefore the air bag 8 
Which is spreading out forWard is strongly brought into 
contact With the outer side surface portion 14 of the opening 
portion 6 to thus be rubbed thereWith. 

The upper and loWer ?anges 21a, 21b formed on the 
upper surface portion 16 and the loWer surface portion 17 of 
the outer case 11 are superposed mutually With the upper and 
loWer ?anges 18a, 18b of the inner case 10 such that the 
upper and loWer ?anges 21a, 21b are come into contact With 
the upper and loWer ?anges 18a, 18b at their inner ends in 
the vehicle Width direction. Fitting holes 72, 73 are formed 
in the upper and loWer ?anges 18a, 18b and the upper and 
loWer ?anges 21a, 21b respectively. Fitting holes 74 are 
formed in the side bracket 5 in registration With the ?tting 
holes 72, 73. The outer case 11 and the inner case 10 are 
?xed to the side bracket 5 With bolts 22 and nuts 23 through 
these ?tting holes 72, 73, 74. The ?tting hole 73 in the upper 
?ange 21a is arranged so as to pass through a prolonged 
surface passing through the upper bead portion 19 along the 
vehicle Width direction. The ?tting hole 73 in the loWer 
?ange 21b is arranged so as to pass through a prolonged 
surface passing through the loWer bead portion 20 along the 
vehicle Width direction. Respective ones of the bolts 22 and 
the nuts 23 may be ?xed in advance to the ?tting hole 74 of 
the side bracket 5 by Welding. 
Apair of upper and loWer ?tting bolts 24 are provided on 

the back surface of the in?ator 9 so as to protrude backWard. 
The ?tting bolts 24 are passed through the ?tting holes 71 
formed in the rear surface portion 13 of the inner case 10 and 
then ?xed by the nuts 25. Top ends of the ?tting bolts 24 are 
covered With the rear surface portion 15 of the outer case 11 
on the back side of the metal case 7. 

Then, a pad material 26 is provided to the seat back 3 to 
provide a cushion. The above-mentioned air bag module 60 
is secured to the seat back 3. As shoWn in FIG. 3, a concave 
portion 26a is formed on the outer side of the pad material 
26 in the vehicle Width direction. The seat back frame 4, the 
side bracket 5, and the air bag module 60 are placed in the 
concave portion 26a. 
The overall seat back frame 4 to Which the pad material 

26 and the air bag module 60 are secured is covered With a 
cover material 27. This cover material 27 is formed by 
tucking up a Wadding portion in a cloth, but illustration of 
such cover material is omitted. 

The cover material 27 is made up of a main portion 28 for 
covering a front central surface area of the seat back 3, a 
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main side portion 29 for covering both front side surface 
areas of the seat back 3, a gusset portion 30 for covering side 
surface areas of the seat back 3, and a back portion 31 for 
constituting a rear surface area of the seat back 3. Mutual 
corresponding ends of the main portion 28, the main side 
portion 29, the gusset portion 30, and the back portion 31 are 
stitched together as stitching portions 61, 62, 63 along the 
vertical direction respectively. 

Subsequently, an expanding operation of the air bag 8 Will 
be explained With reference to FIG. 5. When the side crash 
of the vehicle happened, a crash sensor can immediately 
sense such side crash and at the same time a high pressure 
gas can burst forth from the in?ator 9 to the air bag 8. The 
air bag 8 is thus in?ated in the metal case 7 by the high 
pressure gas. Hence, the air bag 8 is caused to spread out 
forWard While extending outWard the outer side surface 
portion 14 of the opening portion 6 of the metal case 7. Thus, 
the air bag 8 can break through the pad material 26 posi 
tioned in front of the air bag module 60 (see FIG. 5). In this 
embodiment, the air bag 8 can further break through the 
stitching portion 62 betWeen the main side portion 29 and 
the gusset portion 30 to then spread out forWard into the 
compartment. 
A strong force F is applied to the outer side surface 

portion 14 of the opening portion 6 When the air bag 8 is 
in?ated in the metal case 7, nevertheless the outer side 
surface portion 14 is not so deformed outWard along the 
vehicle Width direction. That is to say, since rigidity of the 
upper surface portion 16 and the loWer surface portion 17 
can be enhanced or reinforced by the bead portions 19, 20, 
only the outer side surface portion 14 of the opening portion 
6 is deformed. In addition, the ?anges 18a, 18b, 21a, 21b 
formed to project oppositely in the upWard and doWnWard 
directions are ?tted to the side bracket 5 and therefore the 
?anges 18a, 18b, 21a, 21b and the upper and loWer surface 
portions 16, 17 tend to be bent oppositely in the upWard and 
doWnWard directions 80, 81 (i.e., mutually stretching 
direction) around ?tting points of the bolts 22 and the nuts 
23 as fulcrums. Therefore, an outWard extension of the outer 
side surface portion 14 of the outer case 11 can be sup 
pressed compared to the case Where the upper and loWer 
surface portions 16, 17 are bent in the mutually approaching 
direction 82, 83. 

Moreover, since longitudinal locations (i.e., back and 
forth locations) of the ?anges 18a, 18b, 21a, 21b are set to 
coincide With those of the bead portions 19, 20, the ?anges 
18a, 18b, 21a, 21b are hard to bend around the ?tting points 
as the fulcrums and therefore an outWard extension of the 
opening portion 6 along the vehicle Width direction can be 
much more suppressed. Also the shape of the loWer bead 
portion 20 makes it hard to bend the loWer ?ange 21b. In 
addition, because the ?anges 18a, 18b, 21a, 21b are pro 
vided in the vicinity of the opening portion 6, rigidity of the 
opening portion 6 can be improved. According to this 
con?guration, an outWard extension of the opening portion 
6 in the vehicle Width direction can be further suppressed. 

According to this embodiment, in a normal state Where 
the air bag 8 is not spread out, the top ends of the ?tting bolts 
24 Which protrude backWard from the rear surface portion 
13 of the inner case 10 are covered With the rear surface 
portion 15 of the outer case 11. For this reason, even When 
the passenger pushes or touches the seat back 3 above the 
rear portion of the air bag module 60 by the hand, he or she 
does not have a strange feeling and feels smooth or pleasant 
to the touch. 

Since the convex portions 13a each having the projection 
height equivalent to the clearance 50 are formed on the rear 
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6 
surface portion 13 of the inner case 10, the rear surface 
portion 15 of the outer case 11 is never forWard deformed 
even When it is pushed by the passenger’s hand from the 
backWard direction. At the same time, a backWard reaction 
force is applied from the in?ator 9 to the rear surface portion 
13 of the inner case 10 at the time of expansion of the air bag 
8. HoWever, since such reaction force can also be transmit 
ted to the rear surface portion 15 of the outer case 11 via the 
convex portions 13a, the rear surface portion 13 of the inner 
case 10 is in no means backWard deformed. 

The backWard convex portions 13a have been formed on 
the rear surface portion 13 of the inner case 10 in the above 
description, but forWard convex portions may be formed on 
the rear surface portion 15 of the outer case 11 alternatively. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An air bag system for a vehicle seat comprising: 
a metal case ?tted to a side bracket of a seat back frame, 

the metal case having an opening directed to a front 
side of a vehicle, the metal case comprising ?rst and 
second case members; 

a ?rst rear surface portion extending from a rear end of the 
?rst case member toWard the second case member; 

a second rear surface portion extending from a rear end of 
the second case member toWard the ?rst case member 
and arranged behind the ?rst rear surface portion, the 
second rear surface portion being clear of and overlap 
ping With the ?rst rear surface portion; 

an in?ator arranged in the metal case; 
an air bag installed in the metal case, the air bag being 

arranged to spread out from the opening toWard the 
front of the vehicle When gas generated by the in?ator 
is injected thereinto; and 

a ?tting bolt for securing the in?ator to the ?rst rear 
surface portion, the ?tting bolt having an end portion 
projection from the ?rst rear surface portion toWard the 
second rear surface portion, the second rear surface 
portion covering the end portion of the ?tting bolt. 

2. An air bag system for a vehicle seat according to claim 
1, Wherein said ?rst case member is an inner case forming 
an inner part of the metal case, and 

said second case member is an outer case forming an outer 
part of the metal case. 

3. An air bag system for a vehicle seat comprising: 
a metal case ?tted to a side bracket of a seat back frame, 

the metal case having an opening directed to a front 
side of a vehicle, the metal case comprising ?rst and 
second case members; 

a ?rst rear surface portion extending from a rear end of the 
?rst case member toWard the second case member; 

a second rear surface portion extending from a rear end of 
the second case member toWard the ?rst case member 
and arranged behind the ?rst rear surface portion, the 
second rear surface portion being clear of and overlap 
ping With the ?rst rear surface portion; 

an in?ator arranged in the metal case; 
an air bag installed in the metal case, the air bag being 

arranged to spread out from the opening toWard the 
front of the vehicle When gas generated by the in?ator 
is injected thereinto; 

a ?tting bolt for securing the in?ator to the ?rst rear 
surface portion, the ?tting bolt having an end portion 
projection from the ?rst rear surface portion toWard the 
second rear surface portion, the second rear surface 
portion covering the end portion of the ?tting bolt; and 

a convex portion arranged on one of the rear surface 
portions, the convex portion protruding toWard the 
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other of the rear surface portions, the convex portion said convex portion has a height Which corresponds to a 
Coming iIltO COIltaCt With the Other 0f the rear Surface clearance dimension betWeen said ?rst and second rear 
portions so as to prevent the second rear surface portion Surface portions, 
from Coming into Contact With the end Portion of the 6. An air bag system for a vehicle seat according to claim 
?tting bolt When the second rear surface portion moves 5 3, wherein 
toWard the ?rst rear surface portion. 

4. An air bag system for a vehicle seat according to claim 
3, Wherein 

said ?rst case member is an inner case forming an inner 

part of the metal case, 

said second case member is an outer case forming an outer a projection height of said conveX portion from said one 
part of the metal case, and of said rear surface portions is larger than a projection 10 

height of said end portion of the ?tting bolt from Said said conveX portion protrudes backWard from the ?rst rear 
?rst rear surface portion. surface portion of said inner case. 

5. An air bag system for a vehicle seat according to claim 
3, Wherein * * * * * 


